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Abstract- -Let  {x,x~;  n >_ 1} be a sequence of i.i.d, random variables. Set Sn = X1 + X2 + 
• .. +Xn and M,~ = maxk<n ISk[, n > 1. By using the strong approximation method, we obtain that 
for any -1  <: b __ 1, 
lim62b+2~ (l°gn)bp(M,~>¢a~)=2EINl(2b+2) ~-~ (-1) k 
e\0  n - b + 1 (2k + 1) 2b+2 
n=l  k=O 
if and only if EX = 0 and EX 2 < oo, which strengthen and extend the result of Gut and Sp~taru [1], 
where N is the standard normal random variable. Furthermore, L2 convergence and a.s. convergence 
are also discussed. © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -The  law of logarithm, L2 convergence, A.s. convergence, Strong approximation, I.i.d. 
random variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let {X, X~; n >_ 1} be a sequence of i.i.d, random variables with the common distribution 
function F, mean 0 and positive finite variance a 2. Set Sn ~-~-k=l k, M,~ maxk<n ISkh 
n > 1 and let log n -- ln(n Y e). Hsu and Robbins [2] and Erdhs [3,4] established the well-known 
complete convergence, 
P (ISnl > ~n) < ~,  ~ > o, (1.1) 
n=l  
if and only if EX = 0 and EX 2 < oo. More generally, Baum and Katz [5] generalized (1.1) and 
obtained the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. For 1 < p < 2 and r > p, 
oo  
E n' -2P (l&l > Enl/P) < oo, ~ > O, (1.2) 
n=l  
if and only if  EX  = 0 and EIX['P < oo.  
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Many authors considered various extensions of the results of (1.1) and (1.2). Some authors 
studied the precise asymptotics. Among of them, Gut and Sp~taru [1] proved the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM B. Suppose that EX = 0 and EX 2 = 42 < co. Then, t'or 0 < b < 1, 
lira ¢2b+2 E (l°g_n)bp (ISn[ > ¢ ~ )  = #(2b*2)a2b+2 ' 
~\0 n -- b + 1 
n----1 
where ~(2b+2) i8 the (2b + 2) th absolute moment of the standard normal distribution. 
One of the purposes of the present paper is to prove the sufficient and necessary conditions for 
the precise asymptotics in the law of logarithm, which strength and extend the result of Gut and 
Sp~taru [1]. Furthermore, we also discuss the L2 and a.s. convergence for the precise asymptotics 
in the law of logarithm. We state our results as follows. 
THEOREM I.I. Suppose that EX  : 0 and EX 2 = G 2 < oo. Then, for - i  < b _< I, 
limz2b+2 (l°gn)bP M,~ > ¢a n l ~  = (1.3) ~\o n - b + 1 (2k q- 1) 2b+2 
n=l  k=0 
and 
lim~2b+2 E (l°gn)bP IS,,I > = (1.4) 
• \0  n - b + 1 " 
n=l  
Conversely, if either (1.3) or (1.4) holds l'or some -1  < b _< 1 and 0 < G < co, then EX = 0 and 
EX 2 = a 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that EX = 0 and EX 2 = G 2 < co. Then, for -1  < b < -3 /4 ,  
~n)bI { } 2#(2b+2)~':~ (--11)):b+2, L2 and a.s. (1.5) lim z2b+2 ~--~ (lo Mn > E G ~  - (2k + 
~\0  - b+ 1 k=0 
n=l  
and 
lim ¢2b+2 E ISnl > ea -- L2 and a.s. (1.6) 
e\0 n=l n - b + 1 ' 
Conversely, if either (1.5) or (1.6) holds in the sense of in probability for some -1  < b < -3 /4  
and O < G < co, then EX : O and EX 2:a  2. 
The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are given in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively. 
Throughout his paper, we let M, A, and C, etc., denote positive constants whose values can 
differ in different places. The notion an ~ b~ means that a~/b,~ --* 1 as n --* co. 
2. THE PROOF OF  THEOREM 1.1 
First, we give three lemmas which will be used in the following proofs. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {W(t); t >__ 0} be a standard Wiener process, and N be a standard normal 
variable. Then, for x > 0 
oo  
P~ sup Iw(~)l_>=}--1- ~ ( -1)kP{(2k-1)x-(N-~(2k+l)  x} 
LO<s<l k=--oo 
oo 
= 4 E (-1)k P {N _~ (2k + 1) x} (2.1) 
k=0 
oo 
= 2 E (-1)k P {INI -> (2k + 1) ~}. 
k=0 
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In particular, 
( ) 2 -=2/2 e sup W(s)>_z  ~2e(N_>x)~ x/~----~e - , asx--*oo. 
\0<s<l  
PROOF. It is well known. See [6]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {W(t);t  >_ 0} be a standard Wiener process. For any E > 0 there exists a 
constant C = C(z) > O, such that 
( sup sup Iw (s + t ) -  w (s)l > c P 
\O<s<l-hO<t<h - -  < - h e 
for every positive v and h < 1. 
PROOF. It is Lemma 1.1.1 of CsSrg6 and lff~v~sz [7]. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any sequence of independent random variables {~n; n _> 1} with mean zero and 
finite variance, there exists a sequence of independent ormal variables {~1,~; n >_ 1 } with E~ = 0 
and Ey 2 = E~2n such that, for all q > 2 and y > O, 
max ~--~i - ~7i -> Y <_ (Aq) q y-q  ~ E I~il q , 
i=1  




lim ¢2b+2 E (l°g--n)b P (IN[ > q¢ lovZ~) 
¢',~0 n -- 
n=l  
= lim¢~b+2 ~°° (logx)bp ( IN[ > qe x _ dx 
= lira ¢2b+2 ~oe (Y~ 2b (q~)2 ~\o ~ \q¢]  P(IN] > y) dy 
= 2q -(2b+2) lim foe y2b+lp (IYl > Y) dy 
~\o dq~ 
= q-(2b+2) #(2b+2) 
b+l  
where A is a universal constant. 
PROOF. See [8,9]. 
Now, we will verify (1.3) and (1.4) under the assumption that F is the normal distribution. 
We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any b > -1, 
( ) lime2b+2 E (l°g--n)bP sup IW(s)[ > e ~  - (2k+1)2b+2 (2.2) 
~\o n=l n \o<__8_<1 - b + 1 k=0 
and 
lim¢2b+2 (l°g--n)bP In] > e lox /~ = (2.3) 
c\o n - b + 1 
n=l  
PROOF. Notice P(INI _> x) = 2P(N _> x), and by (2.1), for any m _> 1, 
2m+ 1 2m 
2 E ( -1 )kp{[N[>- (2k+l )x}<-P~ sup ]W(s)I>_x )<2E( -1 )kp{}Nl>_(2k+l )x} .  
k=o ko_<s__J k=o 
So, it is sufficient o show that for any q > 0, 
~\o n - b + 1 " 
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Next, we will use the strong approximation method to show that the probabil ity in (1.3) 
and (1.4) can be replaced by those for normal random variables. In the sequel, without loss of 
generality, we assume that a = 1 .  For each n and 1 _< j _< n, we let 
X' j  = X)  {IXjl < 4'-n ( logn)P}, X "(1) ' ' - --ha = XnJ - EXnj, 
j n 
-a  z . . . , - -n , ,  = max , = , l<k<,~ 
i--i j=l  
whereb/2<p<l /2 i f - l<b<landp=l /2 i fb=l .  
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that EX = 0, EX 2 = 1. Then, for any -1  < b < 1 and x > 0, there 
exists a sequence of positive numbers { qn}, such that 
\0<~<t (2.4) / \ 
_< P ! sup tw (s)l >_ x -  3 (logn).) + q° 
\o<s<_l ] 
and 
p(lNl>_x+a(logn)P)_q,~ <p(l&d>xx/'-ff~, 0 <P(lNl>z-3(logn)P)+q,~ (2.5) 
for large n, where qn >_- 0 satisfies 
oo (logn)bqn 
< oo. (2.6) 
n 
n=l  
PROOF. We show (2.4) only, (2.5) can be proved in the same way. Obviously, n >_ Bn "~ n, and 
by Lemma 2.3 there exist a universal constant A and a sequence of independent standard Wiener 
processes {Wn(.)}, such that  for all fixed q > 2, 
max X - W.  B .  > log n) p Pnl : = p k<_n 
~-'EIX(I)  I u < (Aq) q [V /~ (logn) p 19] -q 
- ~ J  / - - "  I '~kl k=l  






j= l  
__cZ 
j=l  




(log n ) b-qP 
r~=J 
E IXI q I {.v/j i (log (J - 1)) p < iXt < ~/J (log j)P} jl-q/a (logj)b-gq 
<_ CEX 2 (log IXl) b-vq-p(2-q) <__ CEX 2 < co. 
(2.r) 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 2.21 
pn2 : : P (max\0<__8<l Wn(sB' J -W'~([ns]B~]>\  n / - 21-v/-B-~ (l°gn)p) 
= P 0<_msaxl (s) - Wn _> • ~x/n(logn) < Cnexp 
n (log n) 2p } 
12 
and obviously, we have 
~'~ (l°gn)b,p,~2 < c~.  (2.8) 
Define An = maxk<,~ IS<~ 1) - Ski and let 
qn =P (0S<UsPl S ins ] /~/~n- -  Wn (sSn)/w/-B~n I _~ 3 (logn) p) 
and 
Pn = P sup 1~-'~ yO) _ > ~( logn)P  
\o-<,<_~1~ 
Obviously, q, satisfies (2.4) since {Wn(tB,) /V~;  t >_ 0} ~ {W(t); t > 0} for each n and 
q. < p (a .  > ~ (log.)~) + p., (2.9) 
for n large enough. From (2.7) and (2.8), we have 
E (logn Pn < (l°gn)b (Pnl +Pn2) < 00.  
n n n=l n=l 
(2.1o) 
Moreover, let an := nE[lXlI{IXl > v~(logn)p}] and E := {n : a ,  < v/-~(logn)P/2}. Then, if 
n E 2, we have 
maxk<,~ ~i=l EX~ _< a ,  _< x/n (logn)P/2. (2.11) 
Hence, for n E E, 
{An _> V'~(logn) p} C max E (X'n, + max EX~, > v~(logn) p
t k<n k<n - -  i=l -- i=l 
I ) c max ix ' ,  - x , )  + ~,~ > J -~( logn)~ k<_n 
) C ~max X ~ [ k<_n - Xi) >_ v/-n(logn)P /2 > 0 
i=I 
c 0 {x~ # x'j}. 
j=l 
(2.12) 
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So, 
E (l°gn)b p (A,~ > v/n (log n) p) 
nE~. 
oo  
--< E (l°gn)b P ( Ixl > v~(l°gn)P) 
= E (log-)~ E p (,/j(logj)" < Ixl'< ~/j + 1(log (j + 1)) p) 
n=l j=n 
oo  
< cy'~p (v~ (logj) ~ < Ixl ___ ~/J + i 0ON (j + 1))P) j (logj) b 
j= l  
<_ CF_X 2 (log IX]) b-2p <_ CEX 2 < oo. 
(2.13) 
If n @ E, we have 
E (l°gn)----~bP (An >-- v~(l°gn)P) -< E (logn)b 
n n 
< E (logn)b 2~n 
- n x /~ (log n) p he= 
(log n) b-, 
C E n3/2 .n[: [IXI/{IXl > v/-n (log n)P}] 
n~E 
oo  
< C E (l°gn)b-P ~ E [IX]/{v/j (logj) p < IX, < v/j + 1(log (j + 1))P}] 
- n l / 2  j= l  j=n 
< C EE  [IXII {v/j (logj) p <[XI< ~/j + l (log(j + l))P}] (l°gn) b-p 
_ - nl/2 
j= l  n=l  
Oo 
<_ C EE  [IXII { v/j (logj) p < [X I _< v/j +1 (log (j + 1))P}] V~ (l°gj) b-p 
j= l  
<_ ce [X2 (loglXt) b-~'] < ~,  
(2.14) 
by noting that b/2 < p. So, qn satisfies (2.6) by (2.9) to (2.14). The proof is completed. | 
For b = 1, we have an analogous proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that EX = 0, EX 2 = 1. Then, for any x > 0 and 0 < a < 1, there 
exists a sequence of positive numbers {q~n(E)}, such that 
\0<s<_l 
_p ( sup Iw (~)1 >-- x -  3E1+~ lo~)  (2.1~) 
\O<z<l 
+ q" (~) 
and 
<_ P (InL __ ~-  3~+° lovq-~) +q" (~) 
(2.16) 
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t 
for large n, where qn(e) >_ 0 satistles 
oo log n , 
lira ~4 y~ ___~q, (e) = O. (2.17 /~',~o 
n=l  
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.2, so we only give the main steps. First, 
let 2 < q < 4/(1 + ~), we have 
and thus, 
) p,~l (z) : = P max -W,~ B~ > el+'~ v/-B-~ log n/2 
k<n \ - -  j=l 
<_ Cz-q(l+'~)nl-q/2 (log nl-q/2E IXl q I {IXl < nlv/-Yi-3-~}, 
lim ~' ~ log,~p, (~) 
n=l  
oo  (log,~)~_,/~ IXl~ Z { Ixl < 
- -  ~%0 nql2 - -  
n=l 
<_ C lim E 4-q(1+'~) 
~'%o 
oo 
x ZE IX Iq I  {~/ ( j -  1) log( j -1 )< IXI _< ~} j l -q /2 ( log j )  '-q/2 
j= l  




' ( P~2 (~) : = P max W,  (sB,) - W,  B ,  > ~1+, 2 
O<s<l 
nlogn 2+2c~) 
__< Cnexp ~-~ ~ ; , ,  
J 
then we get 
Let 
and 
logn , ~ { n logn  2+2~] 
l ims¢~- 'T  p"~(s) < limCe4 ~- ' l °gn 'exp  T2 e ~ < Cr ime 2-2~ =0.  ~0 ~ -~0 ~ - e~0 n=l  n=l  
qtn (~)=P \O_<s_I(SUp S[ns]/%/~n-- Wn (SUn) /V/ - '~nl  > 36"1+°t ~)  
p" (~) = n / ~up I~ ' ( ' )  > 6:1+a zL~k -- -- • 
\0_<,_<, I~ 
Obviously, q~(z) satisfies (2.15) and for large n, 
(2.19) 
q" (~) _< P (5 ,  > Ea+'~ nl~/-/-~) +p"  
From (2.18) and (2.19), we have 
(2.20) 
~log  n , ~ logn , 
l ime 4 Tp ,~ (z) < lime 4 - -  (plnl (E) q -Pn2  (Z)) = O. 
~\0  - e\o  n n=l n=l  (2.21) 
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! Moreover, let a,~ := nE[lXlI{lXl > ~ } ]  and E' := {n: c~,~ <: ¢l+av/-n-]g-~--~/2 }. Then, if 
n E E', we have 
lim ~4 ~-~ lognp (A n > 61+a~)  
~'x,0 n - -  
nE- : '  
oo 
< l ime4Zlogn .  P (IX [ > ~ )  
- ~'-~0 n: l  
oo 
-<Clime4~-~P( ~ ~ % o  "-" < lx l -  < v / ( j+ l ) l °g ( j+ l ) ) ' j l °g j  
j= l  
< C lira E4EX 2 = 0. 
E\0  
(2.22) 
If n ~ E', we have 
lim ~4 ~--~. 1..o..gnp (A,~ > ¢1+~~)  
~',~0 n -- n~'  
< lim E 4 ~ log___nn < lim e 4 X;-" 
I log 2C~n n 
- ~ \o  ~ n - ~ \o  ~ n 81t°lV/n1o-gn 
< C ]im E a-a ~ E IXl Z < IXl < -,/(j + 1)log (j + 1) ¢'h,O 
' n , : l  3 : 'n ,  
Oo 
_< C l ime a-~ EE[X[ I  {x/ j logj  < ]X[ < V/(j + 1) log (j + 1)} X,/j logj 
¢\0  
j=l 
< C l im Ea-"EX 2 = O. 
e\o  
(2.23) 
So, q~(¢) satisfies (2.17) by (2.20) to (2.23). The proof is completed, l 
Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1. For the proof of the direct part, we show (1.3) only, 
since the proof of (1.4) is similar. If -1 < b < 1, denote 
~1: : ~ (1 + ~) + 3 ( log . )  p-1/~ ~ ~, 
¢2:=s 3(logn) p-1/2 
as 6 '% 0 and n/Zoo.  
Then, by n _> B,~ ~ n and Proposition 2.2 for n large enough, we have 
P (sup  IW(s ) [>¢ l~) -qn  
\0_<8_<1 
=P(sup  [W(s) l_>e(l+6) 1V~n +3(logn) p) -qn 
\O<s<l  
_< P (M. >__ ~(1+6)~)  
<P(\0<~<lsup IW(s)l >_ e lox /~-  3(logn)') +q,~ 
\O<s<l 
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From Proposition 2.1, (2.6) and the definitions of el and ~2, it is easy to obtain (1.3) holds for 
-1  < b < 1. Similarly, when b = 1, we denote 
~3:=~(1+5)+3~ 1+~ ~, 
as E \0  and ~ \0 .  
E 4 : ~ E-- 3E l+a ~ E, 
Then, we can obtain (1.3) holds similarly. 
! 1. Now, we turn to the proof of the converse part. First, we show that EX 2 < oo. Let {X,  X ' ,  
n > 1} be an independent copy of {X, Xn; n > 1}, and 
n 
<=~x,~,  x,,=x,,-x:, &=&-s : .  
k=l  
From (1.4), 
)bp( l&  I oo gn)bp( l&[   m 2b+2 E (lo}  - >2  v log )<2 Lm 2b+2E (lo >   nlogn)<  
e'NO --  -- --  
' n ,~ l  'n .~1 
For any M > 0 and n _> 1, let 
=,o1{,o _< 
Then, the sequence {Y~(=); n > 1} has the same distribution as {2~; n > 1}, and 2~ + y(a) = 
2Y (1). It follows that 
lim sup e 2b+2 E 2 [ > 2ge 
e\o  ,n 
~=~ (2.24) 
< 21imsupe2b+2 E [S'~[ > a~ < oo. 
e'N,O n rt=l 
However, since {y(1); n _> 1} is a sequence of i.i.d, bounded random variables with EY O) = 0, 
by the proof of the direct part of Theorem 1.1, we have 
limg2(l+b) k (1ogn)b P 1) > O.g~/ ( ) >0 .  
e",,,O n - -  O" 
n . -1  
Comparing (2.24) with (2.25), we obtain that for any M > 0 there exists A > 0, such that 
= <_A.  6r ~T 
Letting M --+ c~ yields EX 2 < oo. 
The fact EX = 0 is obvious, otherwise, for any g > 0, by the law of large numbers, we have 
(l<_>  leV ) 1, 
which implies that for any e > 0 and b > -1,  
rL=I 
which is a contradiction to (1.4). 
Next, we show EX 2 = a 2. By the direct part of Theorem 1.1, (1.3) and (1.4) shall hold with 
EX = taking the place of a 2, which are obviously contradictory to (1.3) and (1.4) themselves, 
respectively, if EX 2 ~ a 2. 
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3. THE PROOF OF  THEOREM 1.2 
Set B(~) = exp{1/(M~2)}. First, we state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that EX  = O, EX 2 = a 2 < co, a~d f is area/function such that [f(x)l __< A 
and [f'(x)l < A. Then, there exists a constant C > O, such that for any b < -1 /4  and 1 < m < l, 
we have 
w,  (togn) ~I ~( -U I -~ < + - Oog 
n=m 11 ?'11, E 
(3.1) 
and 
n=m n e ~  < m + "7 ( l °gm)2b+l /2"  (3.2) 
PROOF. When i < j, 
& Sj 
(s;+,- 
-Y kT - - ]~)  ) 
sj ( sj+, - s,'~ 
_< 2A ~ E ISj - Sj+~ + &l 
4A2E I&l vq 
< < C - -  
- ~5%-~ - ~ "  
So, for b < -1/4,  we obtain 
)) 
~ 0og i )  b 0og j )  b 
+2E E i j 
i=m j= i+ l  
& Sj 
< c (tOgm.,)2b + C 3--~ ~ (tog i) bij(togj)b egYlQTvq 
i=m j= i+ l  
_< C (l°gm)2b C ~ (l°gi)b (Iogi)b X/~ 
i~- frl, 
< C (log m) 2b + C (log m) 2b+1/2 
m 
Set M~ = maxi<k<j [Sk - Si[, then M~ is independent of Ms, and [Mj -- M~.*jI <_ Ms. Hence, 
fori  < j ,  
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M, Mj M~ Mj cov(, (, 
t ,~) )  
M d ~ M~ ] 
< 2A, E IMj - M;sl 
~v'7-I-a-~ 
<_ 2A 2 EM~ 
vq 
<~C. - -  
e v ~5~ " 
So, we can get (3.2) similarly. 
Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.2. For the direct part, we show (1.6) only, since the 
proof of (1.5) is similar. Fix M > 4 and 0 < 6 < 1/2, and let f be a real function, such that 
/{ix[ _> 1} _< f (x )  <_/{ix[ _> 1 - 5} and supx [if(x)[ < c~. Define e'k = l /k ,  k > 4M. From 
Lemma 3.1, we have 
n>B(ek-1) n E k ~  -- B (Ek-1) 
+ __C [logB (~k_l)] 2b+1/2 
~k 
+ CM -(2b+1/~) (k - 1) 4b+2 . 
So, by -1  < b < -3 /4  and the Borel-Cantelli emma, we can get 
n S,., S,~ 
n>B(~k-1) 
as k --~ co. Then, from (1.4) we get 
lim sup E 2(b+I) 
~0 n>B(e) 
< lim sup 2(b+l) 
- -  ~k-1  
k--+oo 
< lim sup ~.2(b+ 1)-- ~-]¢ 
k--+oo 
n>B(~k-1) 
(logn)~ s ( Is~l ,~ 
n>B(ek_l)  
2 (b+l )  < limsup ek 
k---~Oo n>B(ek-1) 
_< lim sup ~k2(b+l) 
k---+oo 
n>B(ek-1) 
(log_n)~ES ( tSnl ,'~ 
(l°g-n)b Pn  (IS,,I > (I- 5) ek nlv~-Q--~) 
- ~k P Is,,l > (1 -a )~k~ 
k--,oo n n=l  
_ < (1 --6)-2(b+D #2b+2 
b + 1 ' L2 and a.s. 
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On the other hand, 
lim sup S 2(b+l) E 
• "~0 n<_B(e) 
f2B(~) (log x) b 
(l°g--n)b < lim sup s 2(b+1) -- dx  
rt a"~0 ,re X 
<limsup¢2(s+l) 2 ( 1 ~b+l_  2 
- ~\0 b+l  \~-7~7 - b + l  
M-(b+l). 
(3.3) 
Then, by (3.3) and the arbitrariness of 5 and M we get 
_ b I { ~ }  #2b+2 limsup e 2(b+1) (logn) iSnl > ~ < _ _  
6"~0 n=l n -- -- b + 1 ' 
L2 and a.s. 
Similarly, we can get 
liminf ¢2(b+1)E (logn #2b+2 
~\o ISnl -> ~ -> b +------1' 
n=l 
L2 and a.s. 
Then, the proof of the direct part is completed. 
Next, we turn to the proof of the converse part. Set b(s) = exp{M/s2}. We give the following 
lemmas at first. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any M > 4, we have 
lim s 2(b+l) E (l°gn)b sup P (M=> xv/-n-)-P ( sup  [W(s)]> x) l=O (3.4) 
e',~O rt \O<s<l 
and 
lim z 2(b+I) E 
E\o n<b(e) 
(log n) b 
- -  sup IP (IS,~l >_ xv'~) - P ( IN I  _>x)l =0.  (3.5) 
3~ 
PROOF. We only give the proof of (3.4). Denote 
A,~ = sup P (Mn _> xg~) - P \0<s<_l ( sup IW (s)l _> x) . 
It is easy to know that An --* 0 as n ~ oo, so 
1 ~ .(log n_) b As  ---+ O, 
(log m) b+l n=l n 
m --'+ (~). 
Then, we have 
E2(b+a) E 
,~<b(~) 
I Z 0°gn)b ~" ( logn) b A .  _ S2(b+~) (log [b (E)I) b+~ (log [b (~)1) ~+~ ._<~(~) 
n n 
<Mb+ 1 1 E (l°gn)bAn ÷0, as~'~0.  
- (log [b (~)l) b+l ~<b(~) n 
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LEMMA 3.3. For 0 < z < 1/4, we have uni[ormly, 
lim 62(b@l) Z 
M--.oo 
n>b(~) 
(l°g-n)b P  \o<,<, ( sup IW(s)] > E lo~[Q'-n) =0.  
PROOF. If M > 4 and 0 < E < 1/4, then b(e) - 1 _> v /~) .  So, 
E2(b+l) 
n>b(~) n \0<s<l ,~>b(e) 
_~ 462(b+1)jfboe ( l °gx)bp(N>~)dx  
(¢)--1 X 
< 462(b+1) foe (iogx)b p ( N>~ I°V/j'~) dx 
- . Ibv~ x - 
=4 2y2b+lP (N_>y) dy --* O, 
when M ~ e~, uniformly, for 0 < e < 1/4. 
Obviously, if X1 is a degenerate random variable, then (1.5) and (1.6) will not hold. Moreover, 
it is easy to obtain EX1 = 0 and EX~ = a 2 if we have proved 0 < EX 2 < ~.  Next, we only 
show EX~ < c~. First, assume that (1.6) holds. Let {Xn} be a symmetrized sequence of {X,~}, 
Sn = ~k: l  ~ 2~. For C > 0, we define Y~ = Y~(C) = 2.I{12.1 < c}, T~ = )"~k=ln ]dk. Then, for 
any x > 0, 
P (IT,,I > 2x) < 2P ( S,., > 2x) < 4P (IS.l > x), (3 .6 )  
From (1.6) we know for any M > 4, 
~\0 n(_b(e) 
holds in probability, where A = #2b+2/(b + 1). Notice that 
n n(_b(e) n~_b(e) 
_< Ce 2(b+1) [logb (e)] b+l _< CM b+l, 
from the dominated convergence theorem and (3.6), we get 
limsup e 2(b+l) Z (l°gn)bp (IT~I >- 2ecrU)  
~x~0 n n<b(~) 
6\0 n n_<b(~) 
<4A, VM>4.  
(3.7) 
On the other hand, noting that EY1 = 0 and EY12 < oo, from Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and Proposition 2.1 
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Set z = 5x/ f~ l /a ,  we get 
e \0  n - - ~ cr 2 ] / 
n<b(e) 
Compar ing  (3.7) wi th  (3.8) we have EY 2 ~ a 2 .81/(b+1). Lett ing C --~ c~ yields EX  2 < E.~ 2 < c~. 
If  (1.5) holds, then we can prove EX  2 < 0% similarly. The  proof  is completed.  
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